Contact Information:
Matt Schubert
matt.schubert@tsd.org
970 613-7247

Course Description:
Life Science
Topics covered include the following:
Classification, Cells, Simple Organisms (Bacteria, Viruses), Mitosis, Genetics,
Change over Time, Plants (photosynthesis, respiration, Ecology, Human Impact

Class Expectations:
Daily assignments will be assigned via Google Classroom. Students are required to keep a
science journal (composition or spiral notebook) for notetaking. Science journals may be used
for tests and quizzes.

Grading Policy:
Work habits will be applied to daily assignments. Challenge slides will be available on most
assignments to earn 3.5 or 4. Standards based grades will be assigned from quizzes and unit
tests. (Note that science journals may be used during all quizzes and tests).

Homework Policy:
Daily assignments will be assigned via google classroom. If a student is absent they may
complete this assignment at home or turn in at a later date. Work habits scores will be accepted
late.
Standards based grades will be from Lab assignments, quizzes, and tests.

Materials needed:
Composition note book or spiral notebook (science journal)
Colored pencils or markers